
The New Libertines at Stoke Newington 
 

You don’t really want an MC introducing every one of us severally and distinctly with more 
stilts than Jerry Cottle. No, seriously, you don’t. But you do have a programme telling you a 
little about each of us. Most of us have photos. Some of them weren’t taken 20 years ago so 
you can recognise who we are and if you really really like someone you can find their 
website. Better still buy their book. Many of us have books to sell here. And online. And 
almost all of us have websites where you can find out all kinds of things and read all sorts of 
stuff. 
 
As a little aide memoir, here is a list of our running order. It’s better than an MC. Trust me. 
And even though it was put together before the fripperies of transport and illness and whim 
have taken their toll, it’s probably more accurate. There are 12 of us. And a band. A really 
good one. They’ll be playing for you at half time. They won’t mind if you get up and go to 
the bar while they’re playing. And they’ll mind even less if you get up and buy books while 
they’re playing.  Don’t worry, none of us will speak for very long. It’ll be like canapés. But 
nice ones heavy on the smoked salmon not those ones that are all greasy pastry and 
mayonnaise. Penny is going to read a slightly longer piece because we’re launching her book 
today. It’s called The Zoom Zoom and it might just be the most startlingly original and 
brilliant book of the year. 

Part one 
Introduction by Dan Holloway 

Clare Waters 
Anne Witchard 
Raven Dane 

Joan Barbara Simon 
Lucy Ayrton 
Penny Goring 

 
The band section with MJ and Dennis from To The Moon 

 
Part Two 
Marc Nash 
Renée Sigel 
Helen Smith 

Federay Holmes 
Dan Holloway 
Anna Hobson 

 
We really hope you enjoy the show. One of the things with these smorgasbords is that no 
one will like everything. So to keep you entertained in the bits that aren’t so much your can 
of Red Bull we’ve put some stuff to read in here. We hope that helps. Unless, of course, 
that’s one of the things you don’t like. In which case take consolation that several of us have 
lots of “o”s and “a”s and things in our name so if you brought a pen that’s lots of colouring 
in you can do. And if you didn’t bring a pen...well, you really should have listened to teacher 
all those years ago, shouldn’t you! 
 

find all of us and our various websites at  
 

http://eighcuts.com 
 

and if you really like what we do, come and see us at Oxfringe on June 13th



 
 

       Lucy Ayrton                          Raven Dane                     Penny Goring  
      Anna Hobson                        Dan Holloway                 Federay Holmes 
        Marc Nash                           Renée Sigel                Joan Barbara Simon 
       Helen Smith                         To The Moon                  Anne Witchard 
 



The New Libertines 

“it’s like some new wave of libertinage” Sarah E Melville on Penny Goring’s Darklings 

“What upsets me more than anything in novels and movies in this genre is that they seem hell bent on 
portraying only the moments of shock and depravity – they rob the reader and the viewer of the full 
experience…There are still moments of utter joy and there is still so much laughter. If, as an artist, you don’t 
portray that, you’re nothing but a cheap hack.” Cody James in a recent interview about her book The Dead Beat 

Cody James is the best novelist of her generation. Her voice, by turns heartbreaking and hilarious, loud and layered, is unique, 
and adds a depth to her work just not there in the works of others who write about the subject matter she tackles. But that’s 
not the full picture. What is so extraordinary about Cody is the unrelenting honesty that she brings not just to her work but to 
her life. 
 
Back at the start of 2010, during a very heated debate over her confessional approach to suicide, she wrote “Maybe there is no 
way to leave the world a better place, and all that remains is to tell the truth.” For me, that sums up why we write, and how 
we write. In person Cody is funny, charming, hypnotically intense (on stage this translates to a magnetism I’ve never seen 
before, and possibly the highlight of my artistic year was performing a dialogue with her), and, despite writing for much of 
artistic her life under a pseudonym, she personifies that unflinching and often uncomfortable honesty. Cody had never made a 
secret of the fact she had attempted suicide three times. And this summer she tried a fourth time. 
 
I had coffee with her the first time she left the house after that attempt, and we talked about our writing, and publishing The 
Dead Beat. I’ll never forget it. It made me determined that writing should be, as she put it, about telling the truth – our truth, 
not some universal constructed conceit – WHATEVER it may be. That’s imperative. It is, sometimes, the only thing that keeps 
us alive. I also learned from Cody that the truth, like life, is not a one-dimensional thing, and if we portray it as such, either by 
sugar-coating or, as too often today, by concentrating only on the darkness, we do grievous damage to the truth. Life is 
complex. The most hateful people have parts of light, the most despairing times have pinpricks of humour and hope. And if we 
claim to write the truth, we have to reflect that. 
 
In May, a friend of Cody’s, Katelan Foisy, was in the UK promoting her book Blood and Pudding. At the book’s heart is a 
transcript of tapes Katelan made of conversations with her best friend Holly when they took off in Holly’s parents’ car and 
didn’t stop driving till they were done. It’s a beautiful, exhilarating heart, bound with threads of tragedy as Katelan narrates the 
events that unfold after that road trip, leading to Holly’s eventual death by heroin overdose. 
 
The first day I spent with Katelan was in Oxford, for the event Lilith Burning. Based in the OVADA Gallery, Katelan dressed up 
as Lilith, and we spent two hours on the streets of Oxford, taking pictures of people’s reaction to this in your face feminine 
archetype before processing the photos, returning to the gallery and creating an artwork from them, which we displayed in the 
window of the Albion Beatnik Bookstore where we invited back everyone we’d met during the day to see the photos, listen to 
some great double bass, and hear readings that focused on the Lilith archetype.  
 
That day illustrates why Katelan, like Penny Goring, personifies what Sarah Melville calls The New Wave of Libertinage. A 
model, writer, artist, photographer, endless chronicler, and reader of the tarot, Katelan keeps the lines between the arts 
absolutely fluid. But what left its indelible mark on me was the way she described that initial road trip, the moment she and 
Holly got in the car and decided to drive. The book opens “Wherever we end up, we end up.” And holding everyone thrall as 
she sat in the leather-backed chair in the Albion Beatnik, with the energy and rhythm of an engine rolling along Route 66 
Katelan described the desperate need to “go out and live. And live. And go on living, because you never know when it’ll stop.” 
 
The New Libertine aim is to make their intense, brilliant, but most of all true vision our own. In art, that is pretty much 
summed up in the last paragraph of a manifesto piece I wrote at the start of 2011 called The New Libertines: 
 
“We need writing that serves up the whole of life, in the smallest microcosms maybe, single truths told in single voices, but 
told in the full – the ugly and the beautiful; the hopeful and the despairing; the angry and the aspiring; that wrings art, words, 
life itself until they offer up every last secret, every hidden pain, every unexpected and delightful pleasure; that gives life in the 
full. Free from judgement. Free from taboo. Free from pretence.” 
 
In life, I can only repeat what I said in the dedication to my book (life:) razorblades included: 
 
“Be spectacular and die living.” 
 
And yet. Art and life. If we take Cody and Katelan seriously at all, the first thing we have to do is ditch that distinction for 
starters. And live. And live. And going on living and never stop. Because we never know when it’ll end.  

 

 

The Dead Beat by Cody James is available from eight cuts gallery press for Kindle at £2.10 or paperback for £8 
 

Dan Holloway



here is something to read 
 

it’s by penny goring and it’s in her collection the zoom zoom, the one we’re 
launching today 

 
we hope you like it. it was liked enough to be featured in last year’s liverpool biennial and if 

you look online you’ll see a rather fabulous film that goes with it. 
best of all, if you go to http://stuartestell.co.uk/2011/06/02/bolus-debut-release/ you will 
find a music and words collaboration based on it from penny and stuart estell, whose debut 

verruca music we will be publishing on June 8th. 
 
 

temporary passport 
 

It is late in the twentieth century and I’m on my hands and knees for you. Down on the boards of this stationary 
freight train, it’s dark and your coat is our tent. Toulon: too long ago to clearly remember your hands or the feel 
of your mouth. 
 
On a speeding train I took off my knickers and the open window grabbed them from my hands. We were 
glugging red wine from plastic flagons, going to Nice to beg on the beach. 
 
Those sand-blasted beggars were feral, stole your knife as we slept under sheets of damp chipboard. You forced 
me to shop-lift a tin of sardines, if it wasn’t for you we would starve. 
 
Busking in Brussels was futile, me screaming and you on the bongos, all you’d accept from your father, before he 
returned to New York. Plastic flowers bunched in my carrier bag, eyebrows unplucked, hair greasily grasping the 
wind. 
 
Marseilles with a flimsy message propped at my feet, slumped against a wall trying to look hungry, my puppy fat 
making it difficult. You always watching from a distance, making sure I was safe. 
 
Poverty was too much for me. You said I was too much for you. 
 
At Bettina’s expecting a welcome, we weren’t wanted at all, but she fed us and took us to the nightclub where 
her boyfriend was a DJ. Our contest to see who could pull first, you seemed gleeful when I won hands down. All 
I did was stick my head out, under the lights at the bar. 
 
He was a good-looking Belgian, singer in a band he said, and he wanted to buy me a dress. He came round the 
next day so I had a shower and he took us all out for coffee and chocolates, then dined and seduced me alone. 
You were angry I didn’t bring a doggy bag back, I was numb with cocaine. 
 
Eating raw cabbage in Oxford watching lots of uppity yahs, we danced with exuberance at their party, heathens, 
wild for them all. 
 
You shagged some girl on the staircase, I nicked a tenner from her dressing-table drawer. It was then you knew 
I was yours. 
 
I was relieved we lost her before Paris, even though the guards beat you up. I stood frozen, train jolting, as they 
took turns to punch you and called you ‘roast beef’, your teeth flashing broken and whiter against your open 
mouth slashed with red. 
 
They threw us from their cells early morning, we walked silent streets swigging milk from the doorsteps and I 
loved you, your beauty coagulated in blood. 
 
I drew you for three days in Calais, my pencil recording your fantastic face, I should have held onto those 
drawings, I’d have something left of you now. 
 
You never answer my letters but you still come looking for me. You find me at night when I’m trying to sleep and 
tell me all about why you can’t stay. 

 


